De-Tuned Reactors

When we use capacitors in the system
for Power Factor improvement, the
transformer inductance along with with
capacitors form a resonant circuit. This
circuit could get coupled with a
harmonic current generated by the
load. This circuit is now a resonant
circuit, and it has a resonance
frequency; if harmonic current of this
frequency (or close to it) exists in the system, a resonance
condition will develop in the system, and high current will flow
through all the branches, including the transformer (inductive),
and the capacitor bank (capacitive). This will lead to
overloading, and raise the voltage across the transformer and
capacitor(s), and finally across the entire electrical system that
is connected in parallel.
Detuned filtering is a reliable and time-tested method to improve
the power factor and also mitigating the risk of resonance; this is
achieved by shifting the resonance frequency to lower levels,
thereby ensuring that no harmonic currents are present.
The method is simple; by changing the basic LC circuit formed by
the transformer and the capacitor banks, by way of introducing a
filter reactor in series with the capacitor; this makes the circuit
a more complex resonant circuit but with a resonance frequency
below the first existing harmonic. In this way a real resonance
condition cannot arise.
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An additional and very valuable benefit of introducing de-tuned
reactors is that when connected in series to the capacitors, this
forms a series resonant circuit with some tuning frequency. At
this frequency, the branch offers a low impedance path, helping
in filtering the system harmonic current and cleansing the grid
of harmonic pollution.
The components for the detuned filter need to be selected very
carefully, after a proper harmonic study is conducted.
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Particular care is required as the voltage across the capacitors
will be higher than the normal grid voltage when reactors are
connected in series.
The reactors must be calculated in line with the inductance
values. Only then the desired tuning frequency and harmonic
current absorption will result. Tuning frequency is usually
indicated by an indirect factor like P, and is generally expressed
as a percentage of capacitance say 5.67%, 6% ,7% or 14%.
If a detuned reactor is defined as 7%, it means that the
reactance is 7% of the capacitor reactance at the fundamental
frequency.
Guidelines for manufacturing De-tuned Reactors
Voltage harmonics :
U3 = 0.5% UR
U5 = 6% UR
U7 = 5% UR
U11 = 3.5%UR
U13 = 3% UR
Effective current: √ I12 + I32 + ........ I132
Fundamental Current = 1.06 X IR (50Hz Current of capacitor)
Voltage: 400, 415, 440, 480V
Capacity: 5.............. 120KVAR
De-Tuning Factor: 5.67,6%, 7% and 14%.
Cooling: Natural , or Forced using Fans, or a combination of both.
Over temp. 120degree NC switch is provided on demand.
Harmonic Linearity: 135%, 150%, 175%, 200%
Material of Winding : Al or Cu.
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Insulation : Class F ( Class H on Demand)
Our Available Range :
5.67% , 7% , 14% Detuned reactors available in the range from 5
Kvar to 100 Kvar single bank.
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